
ART. IX. — Rydal Hall Farmyard: the development of a Westmorland farmstead before 
1700. By BLAKE TYSON, B.Sc., F.C.S.I. 

I n 1794 Bailey and Culley described traditional Cumbrian farmsteads as having "no 
regular plan ... everyone building according to what he thinks the most convenient for 

his stock and situation ...",t a practice which produced a large proportion of irregular 
farmstead layouts. Unfortunately there are few documentary sources from which detailed 
case-studies can be derived so, apart from P. Messenger's preliminary survey of farm-stead 
plans on the Lowther estates,2  most Cumbrian studies have relied heavily on fieldwork 
evidence. Dr R. W. Brunskill, working on a national basis, has established a convenient 
and effective fieldwork technique for recording architectural detail and layout of 
farmsteads and buildings, but he considers that if such studies are to advance "intensive 
investigation of selected examples of farmsteads and individual buildings is essential".3  

The purpose of this article is to examine in detail the growth of one irregular farmstead 
from evidence recorded in his estate accounts by Sir Daniel Fleming, (1633-17o1) of Rydal 
Ha11.4  Where possible, Fleming's own words will be used. His accounts contain many 
scattered but informative references to building work on his estates and were used by the 
present writer to study the rebuilding in 1659 of Fleming's Low Park barn at Rydal, to 
which frequent reference will be made.5  Later entries, of comparable detail, relate to the 
construction, alteration and repair of buildings in Rydal Hall farmyard, the development 
of which was virtually complete by 1680. Only a loose-box, some poor, lean-too structures 
and a hydro-electric plant behind the present workshop are of later date. The early 
buildings all survive for detailed examination and, in spite of subsequent alterations, can 
be identified and correlated with the documentary evidence. The origins of Rydal Hall 
itself are obscure but its northern wing at the rear is its oldest part and was occupied by 
Agnes Fleming, Sir Daniel's great-grandmother, in i 600. M. L. Armitt suggested that it 
may have been previously the property of John Grigg, leased to the Flemings for ten years 
in 1576 and purchased by them in i 592 so that it probably originated somewhat earlier.6  

Rydal Hall is now run by the Diocese of Carlisle as a conference centre and camp-site for 
youths. Its farmyard stands east of Rydal beck on the lower slopes of the High Park 
(NY 366064) about 275 feet (85 m) above sea level (FIG. i). An unmade track passing 
north of the Hall gives access to the farmyard over a typical Lakeland stone bridge which 
has been widened on its north side. On i July and i6 September i 682 the accounts show 
that Fleming paid f5. 1os. od. to "Joshuah Robinson of Over Hartsop, Waller, for 
building of Cawbridge7  of Stone ..." so, presumably, its predecessor had been of wood. 

As one enters the farmyard the first building on the left, now used as estate workshops, 
has a deceptively recent appearance created by large Venetian windows of Victorian date. 
The building's age and former function can be determined by examination of its chimney 
in the south-west gable (PLATE i ), the two-seater lavatory in an adjacent lean-to next to the 
beck and by reference to Fleming's accounts which show that in i 673 repairs were made to 

Note: Years are in modern form but dates are as recorded in the Julian System. 
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FIG. I . 

the chimney of his brewhouse. On 2 July 1673, 8s. od. was "Paid to Percy Corral's son for 
4 load of stone-lime for playstering ye closets by ye Brewhouse chimney", and three days 
later he was paid for a further 2 loads at the same rate. Also on 5 July three wailers were 
paid L'. 6s. 8d. for "getting of stones and walling ye Brewhouse stone (formerly wood) 
chimney & ye Calfe Hull at ye Park-yeate" whilst two carpenters were paid 8s. 4d. for 
"working ye wood-work for ye said chimney & calf hull & 2 closets". These payments are 
summarized in Appendix Ia. 

Just three weeks later Fleming "Paid unto Jo Greene for 25 load of slate to ye 
Brewhouse chimney & ye calfhull in ye Park 6s. 3d., and for four dayes in laying them on 
2s.", whilst on 26 September 7s. od. was "Paid ye Glasier for ye two closett windows over 
[by?] ye Brewhouse & mending of other windows". Although separate costs for these three 
jobs cannot be determined, the details allow positive identification of the brewhouse, 
dating of the lavatory and correlation with field evidence. One cannot be sure whether the 
chimney was rebuilt for safety or because its wood was decaying through old age, but the 
brewhouse must pre-date 1673 by some considerable period. Its eastern end has paved 
standings for animals and seems to have been used as a stable at some time. 

When the brewhouse was built it blocked one of the narrow windows in an older 
cowhouse and barn at its eastern end, relative dating evidence which is confirmed by a 
vertical unbonded joint in the projecting plinth on the south-east face of the two buildings 
(FIG. 2). Thus the older building, S5 feet long by 25 feet wide and solidly built in random 
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PLATE I . The Rydal brewhouse, showing repairs made in 1673 to its chimney. The building on the right is 
the older barn, probably Elizabethan. 

slate rubble, is probably Elizabethan or perhaps earlier. It must have been the principal 
farm building for the High Park when Rydal Hall's oldest wing was probably a farmhouse 
in the sixteenth century. The barn on its upper floor, now used as the camp shop, had direct 
access through double doors from high ground on its north-east side, so that this building is 
by far the earliest surviving bank barn so far recognized in the Lake District.8 It has a 
rather different form from the two types described by Dr Brunskill. The cowhouse, lacking 

 

 
 

 
 

  

   

 

  

FIG. 2. 
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only its original stalls, has a central doorway in its south-east gable leading into a central 
dung passage running the full length of the building. There are raised standings for 
fourteen cows on each side, arranged in pairs between six beams supporting the upper 
floor. Animals were fed from behind so the arrangement is similar to that suggested for 
Low Park barn when rebuilt in 1659. 

In contrast to the uncertainty of dating the old barn at Rydal, there can be no doubt 
about when the second barn was built there (FIG. 3a), for Fleming made a careful note of 
the occasion when its roof timbers were raised on to completed walls. He recorded on 
28 June 167o 

"This day was raised ye Corne Barne at Rydall, they began about 9 in ye morneing, at ► 2 all ye 
Bearers had a Dinner, about 5 in ye afternoon they had a great cheese cake, 4s. in ale (besides 
[that] which was sent & two Pales full of our owne) & 5 pounds of tobacco (viz. I gave i pound to 
ye wrights, I pound to ye wallers and 2 pounds to ye other Bearers & my wife gave 1 pound 
amongst ye women) which comes to 4s. 2d., in all 8s. 2d.". 

This statement gives an interesting and rare glimpse of some social aspects of a raising if 
not the technical activity. Such a quantity of tobacco, at I od. per pound, may have been for 
chewing even by women, and the eight wallers and two wrights mentioned in the accounts 
probably formed about half of the work-force needed to lift the heavy timbers into position. 

The first specific mention of work on this barn was on Saturday 5 February 167o when 
Fleming "Paid unto Jo Holme & his man for three weeks getting of stones for ye New 
Barne Its. & unto John Hodgson for ye like 75.". John Holme was a waller from Monk 
Coniston, seven miles away, who had also rebuilt Low Park barn. On 2 March, 4s. od. was 
"Paid unto Ro. Hird for 18 dayes carrying of stones & other work" and 3s. od. "unto 
Michael Watson for 14 dayes carrying stones." Presumably both were working on the same 
project that was to occupy them for much of that summer. 

Six weeks later, on 26 April, Fleming had "Given ye wallers at ye laying of ye i st stone of 
corne-barne I s. od." but from payments made on 7 May, (summarized in Appendix Ib) it 
can be seen that three wallers and two sorters had already been working on the barn for a 
week and three more wallers started work on that day. 

Further payments were made during the summer "for walling of ye new Corne Barne at 
Rydall standing by ye Inman How", but were not entered in Fleming's accounts until 
2 November probably because they had been recorded initially in a memorandum book 
which has not survived.9  This delay and the fact that walling was done entirely by day rate, 
rather than by contract, reduces the amount of detail which can be extracted from the 
evidence, tabulated in Appendix Ib. The payments made to six of the wallers on 2 July 
would have been for the last three days' work leading up to the raising, for they all received 
glove money too. 

An additional payment of 5s. od. was "given to Jo Holme for his care of ye well doing of 
ye Barne" so presumably he acted as general foreman over a team of seven other wallers 
and three sorters. Since it has been shown that agricultural wages on the estate increased 
with age10  it is likely that the sorters were young and learning their trade and that George 
Jackson was still not fully experienced. It can be seen that in mid-June two extra wallers 
were taken on, presumably to allow the raising to take place on a pre-determined date. 

Two weeks before the wallers started work, Fleming on I April had "Given Michael 
Holme as earnest for working all ye woodwork of my Corne Barne, (save sawing bords) for 
which he's to have L6, ye sum I s. od." The carpentry contract for Low Park barn did not 
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include sawing of boards either. Perhaps this was customary. Michael Holme lived in 
Ambleside and frequently worked for the estate. 

Timber felling appears to have been completed by early May, for on 6 May Fleming 
"paid Arthur Fisher for peeling of the Trees feld for ye Corne Barne 2s. 8d. in all". If this 
cost about 12 d. per tree, then about twenty-one oak trees" would have been used and their 
bark would have been carefully prepared for tanning to reduce the net cost of the building. 
In the case of Low Park barn, bark sales accounted for 13 per cent of all recorded expenses. 

The entry for 2 November shows that payments were made throughout that summer for 
carpentry work. Fleming noted that he "Paid Michael Holme ye wright for ye woodwork of 
ye new corne barne & of a little house adjoining May ye 9, 7o £2, July 14, 7o £2, Oct. i 6, 
7o Li (there being now but 20s. due to him) in all E5. os. od." The same day he noted that 
he had "given unto him & his son for their gloves 2s. 6d." as a customary payment made to 
those who helped to raise the roof timbers. In addition on 25 October 4s. 8d. was "Paid to 
Michael Holme & his son for 14 dayes planking ye Corne barne flower &c." This work 
should have been included in the contract by the terms mentioned on I April, but since 
there is no record of a payment for sawing boards, which was specifically excluded from the 
contract price, it is possible that Holme and Fleming agreed to switch these two items so 
that the L I paid on 16 October was probably for sawing boards in readiness for laying the 
floor. The other two payments appear to correspond to the completion of felling and of the 
roof structure two weeks after the raising. These instalments resemble those laid down in a 
Warwickshire agreement made between Thomas, Lord Leigh and Thomas Arleigh, a 
carpenter of Kennilworth, in 1679 when instalments were to be paid "when ye said trees 
are fallen ... when ye boards are sawed ... when ye building is erected ... and when ye 
boards of the flowers are layd in manner as aforesaid and the doores well made"." 
However, in the stone buildings of rainy Westmorland, the completion of the structure 
would have been a more urgent task than sawing boards so that the building could be 
weather-tight as soon as possible. 

The barn must have been weather-tight by about 20 August when i 1 s. 9d. was "Paid Jo 
Green for 24 dayes slateing of ye new corne barne" and 5s. 4d. was paid "to Edward Hird 
for helping him 16 dayes". Therefore, slating must have started not later than 25 July, the 
roof structure having been completed by 14 July when the carpenters were paid. The slate 
supplier, however, had to wait two-and-a-half years for payment, perhaps through his own 
fault, since it was not until 18 February 1673 that J i os. od. was "Paid unto William 
Birket for slate had of him from Miller Bridge to my new corne barne", an inordinate and 
unexplained delay for probably 8o loads of slate if the usual rate of 3d. per load of two 
hundredweight applied. 

The final work inside the barn was not paid for until 29 October 1670 when Fleming 
"Paid Jo Holme for 15 dayes at 5d.  p.diem. 6s. 3d., John Hodgson for ye like 6s. 3d., Tho 
Walker for 14 dayes 5s. 1 od. & Geo. Jackson for io dayes at 3d. p.diem 2S. 6d. being for 
paveing13  of ye new-corne-barne, removing of Inman How wall & mending ye same & for 
setting of ye Beefe watering chist & being in all ye sum of (with 8d. given them to drink) 
£ i is. 6d." and he also "paid unto Michael Watson for his work 2S. 6d." probably for 
about 12 days labouring or sorting in connection with this work. 

The wrights had not yet been paid their final LI, the explanation for which was recorded 
on 14 November the following year when Fleming "Paid unto Michael Holme ye last part 
due to him for ye woodwork of ye Corne Barne & ye slaughter house adjoining to it 205. & 
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given him to drink is.". Walling for this slaughterhouse seems to have been finished only 
three days earlier when he had "Paid unto Jo Holme for 1 o dayes at 5d. p.diem 4s. 2d., to 
his man [probably George Jackson] for ye like at 4d. p.diem 3s. 4d., to Jo Hodgson for ye 
like at 5d. p.diem 4s. 2d., to Tho. Walker for 8 dayes at 5d. p.diem 3s. 4d. and to Rich 
Dixon for 9 dayes at 5d. p.diem 3s. 9d. in walling ye slaughterhouse, in all 18s. 9d. and 
given them to drink I s.". On 21 December he "Paid Jo Green Slater ... for 42 loads of 
slate for ye slaughter house ios. 6d." and also "paid him for 5 dayes slateing 2s. 4d. & for 
his man 4 dayes 1 s. 4d.". 

There is no explanation of the delay in building the slaughterhouse but, once started, it 
seems to have been built very quickly, presumably to press it into service before Christmas. 
Between the two phases of building work an orchard of 135 trees was planted in Inman 
How during November 167o as part of the whole project. It seems likely that Inman How 
can be identified as the eastern enclosure named Higher Orchard on Thomas Goss's 
Demesne Map of 177o,14  for mention of "ye slaughter house adjoining" and of "a little 
house adjoining" certainly identifies the barn as that which still stands in the north-east 
corner of the farmyard. 

The stable for three horses beneath its lower end was formerly intended for oxen as later 
records show. On 22 November 1679, nine years after the barn was built, Daniel Fleming 
paid 1 os. od. to Jo Newton's brother [Edwin] "ye wright & his man for 15 dayes work in 
doeing ye woodwork in ye new Oxehouse under ye Corne Barne" and on 28 November 
3s. od. was paid to "ye Gresmere Wallers for Flagging & Paveing of ye Oxehouse under ye 
Corne-barne". Presumably the ox-house had been previously a loose-box for cattle and the 
"beefe watering chist" may have been a cattle trough in it. Perhaps this arrangement was 
for fattening cattle before slaughter in the adjoining building, to provide a better supply of 
fresh meat for the household. 

The barn, 85ft. gins. long and 25 feet wide, is of 8 bays aligned ENE-WSW and is a fine 
example of a variant bank barn.15  Apart from the rafters and slates having been replaced, it 
remains in original condition and is still in limited agricultural use. The slaughterhouse 
adjoining the north-west corner measures 16ft. Bins. long by 18ft. 6ins. wide and has a 
small loft on its upper floor which was apparently a later insertion. On 2 December 1678, 
5s. 6d. was "paid Euan Newton & Harry Fleming for 17 dayes work in sawing boards & 
laying them over ye Slaughter House at 4d. ye day". The slaughterhouse is now used as a 
store for the youth camp and no traces of its former function remain. 

There is an anomaly in the amount of slate used on the barn. It was credited with only 8o 
loads whilst the slaughterhouse, only one-seventh of its area, had 42 loads recorded for its 
construction. This can perhaps be explained by considering the slope-area of the roofs of 
both buildings together. The 2830 square feet would require about 13.5 tons of good 
quality slate1ó and 122 loads (12.2 tons) can be accounted for. Perhaps some old slate was 
re-used and not recorded. William Birkett's 8o loads would just have covered the single-
storey section of the barn to make it weather-tight before harvest time. Green's 42 loads 
could then have been used to cover the remaining two-storey section in part, and later, the 
slaughter-house, but all his slate was booked to the latter project. 

Unlike Low Park barn, there is no evidence of re-using any building materials in the 
1670 barn, but for both barns oak trees were freshly felled as their sap was rising, so that 
considerable savings could be achieved from sales of bark for tanning. The unseasoned 
timbers would have been easier to fashion but, in spite of the roof structure being 
completed within 3+ months of commencement of felling, all structural timbers in the later 
barn still survive in excellent condition. 
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Fleming's record of cereal production from 1669 to 1674 (FIG. 4)17 suggests that in the 
summer of 1670, as his new barn was being built, only bigg, perhaps for brewing, was 
grown in High Park, but a corresponding increase in oats production occurred in Low 
Park. The following year Frith i'th'Nab, a field on the lower slopes of Nab Scar half a mile 
west of Rydal Hall, seems to have been rested from growing oats in favour of fields nearer 
the new barn, but cereal production in High Park was more erratic than on the better 
quality land of Low Park where 65 per cent of all production occurred. Since the new barn 
had 20 per cent more storage space than Low Park barn, its surplus capacity would have 
been taken up by hay, especially over the cattle accommodation. This probably explains 
the need for a footway to the elevated doorway at the lower end of the barn, to provide 
access to the crop stored first. 

RYDAL DEMESNE CEREAL PRODUCTION 1699-1674 
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FIG. 4. 
On the lower, south side of Rydal farmyard a third surviving building is now used as the 

warden's residence. It was formerly of two storeys, stable and loft, aligned NNW-SSE, to 
which was added a single-storey east wing (FIG. 3b). Vertical joints in the stonework 
indicate that that wing was built as a cart-shed. It was later converted to stables with an 
extension as a harness-room. Much of the detail of the two-storey part has been obliterated 
by recent conversion into a house, which entailed complete internal reorganization, raising 
the roof by about four feet and the insertion of numerous windows especially in the south-
west wall overlooking Rydal beck. However, in the north-west gable wall a blocked central 
doorway and two blocked windows indicate the original position of some animal 
accommodation. Evidence of a second entrance and another window is seen in the middle 
of the north-east side wall, part of which was later removed to create a coach-house. This 
two-storey block was undoubtedly the "New Stables” built in 1663. 
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The first clear indication that work had started on the stables was on Saturday 6 June 
1663 when Daniel Fleming recorded "Paid by my wife unto Arthur Fisher & Tho. Jackson 
of Ambleside for either of ym i o dayes getting stones to my new stables at 4d. p.diem ye 
sum of 6s. 8d." Two further payments of 2s. 8d. and 4s. 4d. were made to these two stone-
getters on 27 June and 8 July for 4 days and then 61 days' work each. In addition, on 
Saturday 20 June he "Paid Grigg (besides 2s. 8d. lent him May 12, 63) for 13 dayes getting 
of stones & 6 dayes walling at ye new Stables at 4d. p.diem ye sum of 3s. 8d.". Grigg, an 
estate worker perpetually in debt to Fleming, was paid for a further 13 days of similar work 
on 14 July. This was a week after the roof timbers were raised on Wednesday 8 July when 
Fleming had recorded "It[em] for Ale to ye raising of ye stables 4s". Grigg's payment 
probably refers to the thirteen working days leading up to the raising. 

The wailers appear to have started work early in June but the details are not quite clear, 
perhaps because Fleming was away from home from I July to the day after the raising. 
Saturday 27 June marked an important pay day for both builders and stone-getters. 
Fleming paid 4s. od. "to Will Youdall18 for 12 [days] serveing ye wailers & heaving stones 
at 4d." and "unto Tho. Airay for i3 dayes, Henry Forrest for 14 dayes, Tho. Brathwait 
for II dayes & Jo. Ellis for 12 dayes in breaking ye schoolhouse-dower, at ye quarry & in 
walling ye new stables at 6d. ye diem ye sum of L i . 5s. od." It can be assumed that breaking 
the door[-way] did not occupy much time and so virtually all of this expense can be 
attributed to work for the stables. Unfortunately the location of the quarry is not stated, 
but it would have been nearby. 

Ten days earlier, on 17 June, Fleming had written in his account book, "Paid unto ye 
wailers of Ambleside in part for ye walling of ye new stables f i . i os. od." but then changed 
the entry to "Lent unto ye wailers of Ambleside ~ i . ios. od." and inserted in the margin 
the sign he used for loans 	. This was later cancelled by addition of a + to make 	 19 

There is no indication of why he made this change but the payment on 27 June, the last 
Saturday before he went away, must have created temporary overpayment of his wailers. 
Their debt was settled on 19 August when he "Paid unto ye 4 wailers of Ambleside (besides 
two dayes apeice given) 8s. 6d." and also "Received of ye wailers of Ambleside wh I lent 
them ,E i . los. od. June 17 past." These two items suggest that the wailers had come to be 
paid for work done — probably about 17 days each, but a sixpence discrepancy indicates 
that one of them worked an extra day. However, their debt was equivalent to 15 days' work 
each so that, probably after hard bargaining, he allowed them 2 days each and claimed the 
other 13 (probably the last 13 leading up to the raising) as settlement in kind and entered it 
as a receipt to keep his accounts straight. He must then have paid them their 8s. 6d., 
presumably for work done on his stables, though this is not stated. It is not possible to be 
certain whether their 4 days' work occurred before or after the raising, but probably they 
had only just completed the work before 19 August. These entries provide evidence of 
Fleming's business methods and of his relationships with apparently awkward workmen. 

Another uncertainty in the cost of walling, concerns a payment of i i s. 6d. on 7 July 
"unto Geo Collinson & Joseph Robinson (Troutbeck wailers) for 24 dayes work" which 
would represent 12 days each at 6d., allowing for 6d. earnest money which is not recorded 
in the accounts. These do not state specifically that the men had been working on the new 
stables, but since they were paid-off the day before the raising, it is possible that they had 
been employed to speed up the work of the Ambleside wailers for the last fortnight. Even if 
the Troutbeck wailers' payment is excluded, the unit cost of walling by the Ambleside men 
was 155 per cent higher than that of Holme's wailers, unless it is assumed that the cart shed 
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may have been an integral part of the whole stable project. That could account for the 
extra cost but the accounts give no indication of it. 

The wrights were paid on six occasions for work specifically related to the stables. The 
team comprised a master craftsman, his man and a boy paid 4d., 3d. and 2d. per day 
respectively. The first instalment sets the pattern when, on 27 June, Fleming paid "unto 
Michael Holm for 17 dayes at 4d, Anthony Fleming for 17 dayes at 3d & Michael Holms 
son [Robert] for II dayes at 2d, in working ye woodwork belonging to ye New Stables 
Lo. i 1 s. 9d." Their pay is summarised in Appendix Ic. 

Their second payment on 13 July was only four working days after the raising and 
probably indicates that they had completed the main roof structure by that time. This is 
borne out by the fact that their next payment on I o September was for "saweing Boards & 
Planks for the new Stables", a job which must have started not later than 19 August. 

Unfortunately there is no evidence of an agreement with the wrights, or of felling trees, 
or peeling and sale of bark which can be attributed to work for the stables. The cost of 
structural carpentry at Jo. 19s. 8d. is only one fifth of that attributable to the 167o barn, 
which had only a 5o per cent larger floor area (Appendix II). It is possible that the timber 
had been in store (perhaps seasoning) for some considerable time before construction 
commenced and that the wrights had only to be paid for assembling it, not for felling or 
shaping it. Alternatively, the timber could have been re-used from an earlier building, but 
there is no evidence to check these assumptions. 

On 19 September, ios. od. was "Paid unto Jo Green in pt for slateing of ye new stables" 
so that by then he must have completed about twenty days' work. He could therefore have 
finished this slating by 5 August, the fourth anniversary of the completion of slating at Low 
Park barn, had he started immediately; the carpenters finished the roof on 13 July. On the 
other hand there could have been a gap of six weeks between completion of the roof 
structure and his latest starting date 26 August. There may not have been the same 
urgency to complete the stables compared with barns and slating could have dragged on 
into late autumn. The building must have been weather-tight by it November when 
3s. od. was spent "for 2 locks for ye new stables". This left about 20 days in which the 
annual mossing of Rydal Hall's roof could be done 20  so that on 2 December Daniel 
Fleming "Paid unto John Green's wife ye last pt (1 os. being paid Sept. 19, 63) for slateing 
of ye New Stables £2. 16s. 8d." This was an extraordinarily high figure (over twice the cost 
per unit area of the later 1670 barn and slaughter house) even if he included the cost of 
slate and charged 6s. 8d. for mossing the Hall. Perhaps Green was also supplying 
undefined quantities of slate flagstones, but there is no evidence to solve this problem. The 
cost was great enough for the cart shed to have been included in the same project. 

Work continued inside the stables during the autumn, for on 16 October Fleming "Paid 
to ye Ambleside wallers for 18 dayes work about paveing &c ye new stables 6s. od." 
representing six days for each of three men (or 41 days for 4 men) at 4d. per day. Then on 
3o October he "Paid Tho. Vavay [=Airay] & other two wallers for 5 dayes worke a piece at 
ye new stables 5s. od." presumably on similar work. At the same time the wrights, who 
were paid their fourth instalment also on 3o October, were probably making stalls and 
upper floors from planks and boards sawn before their previous payment. Two weeks later, 
and only three days after the locks were purchased they were paid their fifth instalment for 
a week's work probably making and fitting doors and windows, confirming that the 
building was probably weather-tight by mid-November 1663. 
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Further entries in 1664 suggest that intermittent finishing work went on for another 
year for on 22 October 1664, the three wrights were paid 8s. 9d. for unspecified work "at ye 
new stables" and on 9 November 4s. od. was "Paid to Anth. Grigg for 13 days work at ye 
new stables & ye hall syke." The relatively high cost of finishing the interior of these stables 
is apparent when compared with the barn (Appendix IIb). 

Other entries referring to work on the "high stable" (e.g. 19 August 1663) and the "best 
stable" (1 o October 1664) have been ignored because Richard Harrison21  (John Fleming's 
steward) mentioned that on 5  October 1646, 1 s. 6d. was paid for "a Locke for high stable 
door". This stable probably occupied the eastern end of the brewhouse where paved 
animal-standings survive. Apart from the old cowhouse, this was, apparently, the only 
other building in the farmyard at that time. 

Although the information for the new stables is to some extent less satisfactory than that 
given for the barn, it is still very detailed when compared with fragmentary records 
normally available for seventeenth-century farm buildings in the Lake District. 

From evidence reconstructed in this article, Fleming's management of his stable and 
barn projects can be examined in some detail. Bar charts (FIG. 5) have been drawn up to 
show both timing and sequence of recorded building activities. The roof structures were 
completed by 14 and 13 July respectively, an indication that timing of work was carefully 
planned so that buildings could be made weather-tight before harvest. This suggestion is 
supported by the fact that the barn timbers were raised on 28 June, only ten days earlier 
than the seventh anniversary of the stable raising and exactly eleven years after the raising 
of Low Park barn. The raising of Coniston Hall barn was to occur on io July 1688.22  

The accounts contain evidence that extra labour was probably employed on both Rydal 
farmyard buildings, presumably to ensure that raisings took place on planned dates, but 
whereas the stables were two-thirds as large as the Rydal barn, it took only one third as 
long to finish the roof structure after the raising. This may support the suggestion that the 
roof timbers were already fabricated, but it could indicate an attempt to make up for delays 
incurred either by the apparent difficulties Fleming had with his Ambleside wailers when 
building his stables, or by bad weather. John Evelyn noted on 16 July 1663 that it had been 
"a most extraordinary wet and cold season".23  Whatever happened, when Fleming chose 
wailers for his 167o barn, he overlooked local men in favour of John Holme who had 
already proved his worth on Low Park barn and was to earn himself a bonus "for his care 
of ye well-doing of ye [1670] barne". 

The stable walls seem to have been completed in a concentrated period of activity lasting 
only seven weeks, stone-getting having commenced only two weeks previously. The fact 
that these dependent activities ran concurrently suggests efficient management of the 
project. In contrast the barn schedule shows pauses in walling work and there was a gap of 
six weeks between payments for stone-getting and the wailers' latest starting time. Rather 
than a sign of inefficiency, this could be interpreted as showing a desire to have sufficient 
stone ready on site well before walling began, but perhaps the start had been delayed by 
bad weather or illness. 

The wailers and carpenters worked simultaneously on independent activities until they 
combined to raise the roof timbers. Unfortunately there is no evidence to show the source of 
stone or wood or whether roof timbers were fabricated near the building or at the site of 
felling. There can be little doubt that the carpenters' starting date was governed by the 
need to wait until the oak bark was ready for peeling in April and May so that it could fetch 
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the best price for tanning. The resultant savings undoubtedly encouraged a much wider 
use of unseasoned timber in Lake District farmbuildings than has been assumed hitherto 
by some authors. 

Green, paid for 24 days, must have started slating the barn within a week of the roof 
structure's completion for him to finish by 20 August in time for harvest, but the 
information for the stables is less certain as explained earlier. 

Internal finishing was an autumn job. Paving, sawing boards and internal carpentry 
(and perhaps slating also) were done concurrently, with considerable gaps between spells of 
work perhaps caused by harvesting. The extra amount of internal finishing in the stables is 
noticeable, horses being given more airy accommodation than was customary for cattle, 
with individual stalls separated by substantial, high timber partitions. 

Although there is some evidence for casual use of estate labour like Youdall and Grigg, 
most building work was done by skilled tradesmen. The local slater, John Green, did all the 
roofing work alone or with a young assistant. Michael Holme, the local wright of 
Ambleside, was responsible for all carpentry, working with one other man and then his own 
son. Most stone-getters and sorters seem to have been employed on a casual basis and would 
have moved on to more skilled work as they gained experience. Wallers formed the largest 
groups of workers, each probably comprising the same men for long periods of time. 
Undoubtedly they were in competition for available work and Fleming apparently used this 
to obtain the best and cheapest labour. 

No doubt, stability was fostered also by Fleming's practice of paying for work either as 
soon as it was finished or on the following Saturday, but payment for materials was not 
always so prompt. Daily pay depended not only on age but on trade and degree of skill 
required. For example the slater normally earned 6d. per day, but on less skilled mossing 
only 4d. and whereas wallers generally earned 5d. per day (the Ambleside wallers managed 
to get 6d.) when walling, their pay was usually lower when paving or stone-getting. When 
compared with such rates of pay, the gratuities paid must be considered generous; but no 
gratuities were paid to the Ambleside wallers. Undoubtedly they displeased their master. 

Generally prices of materials are not stated because timber and stone came from estate 
sources. Only the cost of locks, lime and slate are available, the latter remaining constant at 
3d. per load. Slaters seem to have been able to lay between four and six loads per man per 
day at a rate of between 1 d. and 2d. per load. Since Miller Bridge, i 2  miles south of Rydal 

    

 
  

FIG. 6. 
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Hall, was the main source of slate for the barn, it is possible that Rydal was less dependent 
on the slate quarries at White Moss than Thomas Machel's description of 1692 suggests.24  

The detail reconstructed in this article reveals a progressive development of the principal 
buildings in Rydal Hall's farmyard (Fig. 6), but lack of space precludes consideration of 
many references to repairs of older dispersed farm buildings on the estate. Like Birket barn 
(NY 367056), of which only foundations remain, they undoubtedly played an important 
part in estate farming economy. However, after 1600, as the Old Hall became ruinous25  to 
be used eventually as a convenient source of materials for rebuilding Low Park barn in 
1659, the centre of activity moved towards Rydal Hall. The old barn in High Park formed 
a nucleus and the "High Stable" and brewhouse were added to meet increasing demands 
from the household, before Civil War brought plunder and severe financial penalties.26  At 
that time the farmyard would have resembled Bailey and Culley's later description of 
Cumbria's smaller traditional farmsteads in having "a barn, a byre for housing their cattle 
in winter, and a small stable".27  

Undoubtedly the Restoration generated a sufficient sense of security to encourage the 
young, ambitious Daniel Fleming to develop his farming activities and build according to 
what he thought "the most convenient for his stock and situation." In spite of subsequent 
alterations and additions, the results of his work have survived over three centuries. 
However, had not the remarkable detail of his accounts also been preserved, it would have 
been impossible to determine the sequence of buildings solely from architectural detail, 
which seems to have changed little during the period under consideration and there is no 
obvious dating evidence other than some unbonded joints in the stonework. 

The old Rydal barn, like Low Park barn and its predecessor, was built as a two-storey 
structure of stone probably with a slated roof similar to much later buildings. They 
accommodated cattle facing outwards from a central passageway running the whole length 
of the ground floor and highlight the importance of cattle in the early rural economy of 
Cumbria.28  The buildings had ramps leading to a spacious loft on their upper floor and 
probably represent an earlier form of bank barn than has been described hitherto. Only 
further research will clarify this point. If the Grigg family did build the old Rydal barn, it is 
a remarkable example of early durable building by Lakeland yeomanry. 

It is fortunate that the buildings in Rydal Hall farmyard and a detailed record of their 
construction have survived to illustrate how one diligent owner undertook the task of 
reorganizing his farmstead at the onset of the Great Rebuilding. At that time many local 
yeoman farmers were just beginning to improve their living conditions by rebuilding their 
farm houses.29  They then went on to improve their farm buildings sporadically, as need 
demanded and finances permitted during the next two centuries, to leave a legacy of 
typically irregular farmsteads, no doubt in much the same manner as Sir Daniel Fleming 
had done.3° 
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Name Days 

worked 

Daily 

Rate (d) 

Earnings 

s - d 

Job 

Tho rAireya 

John Ellis 

Tho Brathwait 

Michael Holme 

William Nicholdson 

22 

23 

19 

14 

11 

5 

5 

5 

4 

4 

 9 - 2 

9 - 7 

7 -11 

4 - 8 

3 - 8 

Wallera 

Carpenters 

NAME 
DAILY 

I RATE 
(PENCE)days 

PAYMENTS and PATES 
June 28 	'July 2 TOTALS 

s.d. 

May_? 
pay 

s.d. 

May 21 June 25 
days pay 

s.d. 
days pay 

s.d. 
days pay 

s.d. 
Glove 
Money 

days pay 
s.d. 

Glove 
Money 

Jo.Holme 5 16 	6-8 6 	2-6 12 	5-0 - - - - 6-3 6d 15-11+5,  

Geo.Jackson 3 16 	4-0 6 	1-6 12 	3-0 - - - - , 	1-3 6d 10-3 
Tho.Walker 5 11 	4-7 6 	2-6 12 	5-0 - - - - 1-3 6d 13-10 

John Hodgson 5 11 	4-7 6 	2-6 - 	- - 12 5-0 6d - 	- - - 12-7 
Rich.Dixon 5 11 	4-7 6 	2-6 12 	5-0 - - - - 1-3 6d 13-10 

Will.Holme 5 16 	6-8 6 	2-6 - 	- - 125-0 6d - 	- - - 14-8 

Thos.Ri 	& - - 	- - - -  
his son TThos' 2 10-0 - - - - 3-0 )).1-0 ))14-0 

Total Walling 1-11-1 0-14-0 1-8-0 0-10-0 13-0 4-16-1 

Robert Hird 3 16 	4-0 6 	1-6 5-6 
Michael Watson 2i 17 	3-6  6 	1-3 12 	2-6 7-3 

Arthur Benson 2 12 	2-0 1-0 3-0 

Total Sorting 7-6 2-9 4-6 1-0 15-9 

Drinks & Gloves 1-0 1-0 1-0 1-0 3-0 7-0 

Totals 1-19-7 0-16-9 1-13-6 0-10-0 1-0 0-15-0 3-0 	5-18-10 

Michael Holm thong Fleming fiobert Holm Total 
Rate of Pay/Day d. d. 2d. 

Days work Pay Days work Pay ys work Pay 
s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. 

Structural Carpentry 
June 27 17 5-8 17 4-3 11 1-10 11-9 

July 13 103- 3-6 11 2-9 10 1-8 7-11 
Internal Carpentry 
Sept.10 19 6-4 19 4-9 18 3-0 14-1 

Oct.30 21 7-0 22 5-6 19 3-2 15-8 

Nov.14 7 2-4 7 1-9 6 1-0 5-1 

Oct.22,1664 1212_ 4-0 11 2-9 12 2-0 8-9 
oa+ 28-10 87 21-9 76 12-8 63-3 

B 

C 

12/78 

APPENDIX I  

C
6 

A
BRElWHOUSE 1673 
WORKMENS' PAY 

CORN BARN 1670 
WALLE 5 PAYMENTS 

NEW STABLES 1663 
CARPENTERS' PAY 

A 
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APPENDIX II 	SU M MARY OF COSTS B 'y.- earn 
1670 

Ryda]. Stable 
1663  

59.75 
21.75 
1 00 3 
c13 

153 

Slaughter 
House 1671 
16.65 
18.50 
308 
c13 
52 e  

Length (ft) 
Breadth (ft) 
Area (sq.ft)  ft) 
Average wall ht(ft 
Perimeter (ft) 

85.75 
25.00 
21 
c16 
221.5 

A 
1663 
Stables 

1670 
Barn 

1671 
S1sughteram 
House 

1673 
haae 

&c 

Other 

Labour pence per day) 
6 
4 
4 
4,3&2 

ls. 	61. 

OT 

5(&3) 
5(&3) 
2-1-(average) 
contract 
4(for 2) 
6(&4) 

c2d.a  
c3 	a  

RECOR 

-- 
64 AD. 

6d *o. 

is. 3d. to. 
8d. 

104. 

5(84) 

4(1678) 

6(&4) 

ld.a  

4z(av)a  

3d. 

DED 

ls. Od. 
le. Od. 

5 

4 

6 

ld.a 
6+ a 

3d. 

2s. Od. 
 

4(1679 
Oxhouse) 

4(Rydal 
Hall) 

fl4.(1658 
footnote 

Wallers 
Pavers 
Stonegetters &c 
Wrights 
Planking Flocr 
Slaters 
Mossing 

Slate laying(per load) 
" 	"(loads per day) 
Feeling(per tree) 
Materials 

Labour Z. 	s. 	. 
1. 	6. 	O. 
O. 	15. 	9. 
4. 16. 	3. 

i 5. O. 	0. 

O. 	17. 	1. 
1. 	4. 	0, 
O . 	4. 	8, 
O. 	17. 	8. 

£. 	s. 	d. Z. 	d s. 
Stonegetting 
Stonecorting 
Walling 
Wright's work 

Construction 
Sawing boards 

Slating 
Paving 
Other Finishing g 
Raising costs 

1. 	O. 	8. 

- 
3. 	15. 	4. 

O. 	19. 	8. 
O. 	14. 	1. 
2. 	2. 	6 b  
0. 	11. 	0. 
1. 	13. 	6. 
0. 	4. 	0. 

- 

--  

	

0. 	17. 	9. 

) 

	

)1. 	O. 	O. 

	

O. 	3. 	8. 
-  
-. 

	

0. 	2. 	0. 
Slate(per load) 
Locks(each) 
Stone lime for plaster) 
(per load) 	) 
Stone 	) 
Timber ) 
Gratuities 

Labour cost 15.  15. 	1. 	5. 11. 	O. 	9. 2 , 	3 	5. 
Materials 

1. 	6. 	9d• 
- 
- 

O. 	17. 	6 c  
.. 
0. 	3. 	0.  

O. 	3. 	9• 
-  

- 

Slate 
Nails 
Locks 

Earnest money 	Wallers 
Wrights 

Glove money 	Wailers 
(for all Wrights 

Drinks 	Wallers 
Wrights 

Tobacco(per pound) 

_ 	1. 	6. 	9. 	1. 	0. 	6. 0. 	3. 	9. 
Total Cost 	11 16. 	8. 	2. 112. 	1. 	3. 2. 	7. 	2. 

66s.-8d. allowed for mossing Rydal Hall & 17s.-6d. as in C. 

C. estimated 70 loads S 3d. 

d. estimated by proportionate areas. 

e. only 3 sides, one gable being the 1670 barn 	IZ/78 Notes: 	a 	Figures derived from quantities of slate and stated pay 
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Author's Note 
Since this article was written the Brewhouse has been converted into a drying room for 

campers' use and, regrettably, the old cowhouse has become a modern shop so that all 
internal features except two floor beams have been obliterated. 
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17  "A particular of what corne, when & where sowne at Rydal since Mar. 25, 1669". Four pages written at the 

back of the 1656-1688 account book covering six succesive years' sowing, threshing and use of cereals. 
18 Many entries show Will. Youdall (Udall) or `Great Will' engaged on winter threshing and jobs like 

`barrowing'; a farm labourer of some stature. 
19  Other examples occur in disbursement entries for 8 and 25 July 1663. 
20  By an agreement mentioned on 3o April 1669, 6s. 8d. was payable annually on 3o November for this work at 

fourpence a day. 
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30  Fleming also built a grotto (FIG. I). The significance of this building is discussed in B. Tyson, "The Rydal 

Grotto 1668-9", Transactions of the Ancient Monuments Society, 24, (i 98o). Probably the earliest surviving 
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